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EXTENSIONS OF ABELIAN GROUPS OF FINITE RANK

S. A. KHABBAZ AND E. H. TOUBASSI

ABSTRACT.   Every abelian group  X oí finite rank arises as the middle

group of an extension  e: 0 -> F -> A" -> T->0  where   F is free of finite rank

zz and   T is torsion with the p-ranks of   T finite for all primes  p.   Given

such a   T and  F we study the equivalence classes of such extensions which

result from stipulating that two extensions   e . : 0 -» F -> X. -» T -> 0, i = 1, 2,

are equivalent if  e. = /3e_a for   a. e Aut(T) and  ß e Aut(F).  We reduce the

problem to   T p-primary of finite rank, where in the one case   T is injective,

and in the other case   T is reduced.  Suppose   T- II • _,   T..  In our main

theorems we prove that in each case these equivalence classes of exten-

sions are in 1-1 correspondence with the equivalence classes of n-generated

subgroups of E where  £=11™, E ., E. = End(7\).  Two zz-generated sub-

groups of E will be called equivalent if one can be mapped onto the other

by an automorphism of  E.

1.  With few exceptions our notation will be that of [lj.

One of the difficulties in studying groups of extensions  Ext(A, B)  is

that the same group may appear as a middle group in two distinct elements

of Ext(A, B).  With this in mind we consider the action of the rings  End (A)

and  End(B) on  Ext(A, B).  In the problem at hand we are interested in the

equivalence classes of  Ext(T, F)  induced by the action of automorphisms

of  T and   F where   T is a torsion group with its p-ranks finite for all primes

p and  F a free abelian group of rank  n.   Since  Ext (T, F) = Ü   Ext (T , F),

where   T    is the p-primary component of  T, one may restrict himself to the

case when  T is p-primary.   (See the remark following Theorem 1.2.) Since

T is the direct sum of an injective group of finite rank and one which is

finite we may treat each case separately.  We now state our main theorems.

Theorem 1.1.   Let  T be an injective p-primary group of rank m.   Then

the equivalence classes of extensions of the form 0 —► F —> X —> T —► 0

are in 1-1 correspondence with the equivalence classes of n-generated sub-

groups of E.
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In the other case we have

Theorem 1.2.   Let  T  be a reduced p-primary group of finite rank.   Then

the equivalence classes of extensions of the form 0 —► F —> X —>T —»0 are

in 1-1 correspondence with the equivalence classes of n-generated subgroups

of T.

Remark.  In the above theorems when  T is not primary one must consider

a sequence of such classes, one for each prime.  Alternatively, Theorems 1.1

and 1.2 hold if one replaces "p-primary" in them by "torsion" and interprets

rank in the sense of [2], [3].  When  T is reduced and torsion an 77-generated

subgroup of  T is just a subgroup of  T of rank at most  rz (over  Z) in the

sense of [2], [3].

We begin with a proposition of interest, the proof of which is easy and

will be omitted.

Proposition 1.3. (a) Let M be a torsion group of rank one.   Then

Ext(/M, Z)  is a free End(M)-module of rank one.

(b)  Let t be an integer not exceeding s.   Then Ext(Z(pl), Z(ps))  is a

free End (Z(pl))-module of rank one.

Throughout the remainder of the paper we shall use the following nota-

tion.  Let T = n™=i T., E. = End(T.), F = Yl™=1 E ., V = Q ® F, S = End(T)

and  R = End(F).  We now give an outline of

Proof   of Theorem 1.1.   The 1-1 correspondence of Theorem 1.1 is a

composite of three 1-1 correspondences.  The first of these makes correspond

to the equivalence class of  e e Ext(T, F), an equivalence class of  tz x ttz

matrices of p-adic integers in  Hom(T, V/F).  Here two  n x ttz matrices are

equivalent if one is obtained from the other by multiplying on the left by an

n x n invertible matrix of integers and on the right by an  m x m invertible

matrix of p-adic integers.  By taking transposes we can view the matrix in

Hom(F, E).  Our final correspondence sends the equivalence class of ma-

trices in Hom(F, F) to the class of «-generated subgroups of E as in Theo-

rem 1.1 by taking the class of the image of  F  in  F.

We now prove these 1-1 correspondences.  Our next proposition proves

the first correspondence and in fact is a generalization of that result.

Proposition 1.4.   Ext(T, F) «TZrf Hom(T, V/F) are isomorphic R — S-bi-

modules.

1 The authors  are  grateful  to  the referee, whose careful reading of the paper re-

sulted in an improvement in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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Proof.   Apply the functor Hom(T, -) to the exact sequence  0 —> F —»

V —» V/F —> 0.  This results in a group isomorphism 6: Hom(T, V/F) ^

Ext(T, F), the map 6 being the connecting homomorphism.  Since  0 is

natural in  T, i.e.   8(o8) = 0(o)8 for 8 £ S and o £ Hom(T,  V/F), it is a map

of right ^-modules.   It remains to show that it is also a map of left /<-modules.

Since every endomorphism of a free abelian group of finite rank is a sum

of automorphisms it suffices to show that  0(pcf>) = p9(<p) holds for the units

p in  R  and elements  <p in Hom(T, V/F).  Now d(cb) is represented by the

sequence

ecb:   0 —*F —. (V, cb)—>T--0

e:   0—+F- ■V • V/F 0

where  (V, <p) = \(x, r)|77(x) = cp(t)\.   Similarly  d(pcb) can be represented by a

sequence

(1) 0 F — (V, pcb) — T 0

where  (V, pcb) = Kx, z0|7r(x) = pcb(t)\.  We remark here that we are abusing the

notation by referring to several homomorphisms as  p.  Note that p: F —> F

extends uniquely to an automorphism from  V —> V which in turn induces a

homomorphism from  V/F —> V/F.   We shall refer to these as well as the in-

clusion F —» (V, pcb) given by y —► (p(y), 0) as p. Since the diagram

0 -~ F -^ (V, pcb) —► T- 0

- 1

e:   0 V ■ -V/F 0

commutes, where  p~  (x, t) = p~  (x), we conclude that  ecp = 9(<b) can be

represented by (1).  Using this and the sequence (1) we have the commutative

diagram:

0 ■ (v, pcb) — r -.o

o — f —.(v, pcb) — r ^o

Since the top row here is  6(cp), the bottom row must be  p8(cb).  By definition
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however, the bottom row is  d(pcß).  Thus  d(pcb) = pd(cb)  as required.

Remark.   We note that the above proof uses only the facts that  T is tor-

sion and that every endomorphism of a free abelian group of finite rank is a

sum of automorphisms.

Before we get into our second correspondence we recall the following

facts.  If A = Ax® ' • • ® A    and  B = B j © • • • © B    with injections   a . :

A . —> A and projections ß . : B —» B ., the map cb —► ß . cba . is an isomor-

phism of Horn (A, B) onto the group of matrices M      (A, B) having as entries

in the  (i, j) position the elements of Horn (A ., B .).   In particular if A =

End (A) then  A is isomorphic as a ring to  M     (A)  and  Z. = End(B) is iso-

morphic to  M       (B).  Moreover the X - A-bimodule  Horn (A, B) is isomorphic

in the obvious sense to the  M        — M     -bimodule  M       .  We now prove a

generalization of our second correspondence.

Proposition 1.5.   The R — S-bimodule Hom(T, V/F)  is isomorphic to the

S - R-bimodule Hom(F, E).

Proof.  Interpreting the above paragraph in the case when  T  is an injec-

tive p-primary group of rank  ttz, E becomes a free module of rank  ttz over the

p-adic integers  /, and we obtain an isomorphism of the  R — 5-bimodule

Hom(T, V/F) with the  Z „    — J   „   -bimodule  /        .  Here we note that we
v ' nXn      ' mXm » nXm

are considering V/F as a module over the endomorphism ring of F, not of

V/F, but the correspondence described above remains valid. On the other

hand, the S — ß-bimodule Horn (F, F) is isomorphic to the J   „    — Z ., -bi-
' v    '      ' * ' mXm nXn

module  /        .  Taking transposes one gets an isomorphism, in the obvious

sense, of the R - S-bimodule Hom(T, V/F) with the  S — R-bimodule

Hom(F, F).  This concludes the proof.

Now we come to our final correspondence.  This arises from the observa-

tion that an 72-generated subgroup of F is just a homomorphic image of  F  in

E.  We state this as

Proposition 1.6.   The elements  cb, cf>'  in Hom(F, E)  have equivalent

images if and only if <f>' = acbß for some  a £ Aut(B)  «rz«" ß £ Aut(F).

Proof.  Note that if  cb' = acbß then the images of cb and  cb    are equiva-

lent since they are mapped onto each other by   a.  Moreover, this correspond-

ence is clearly onto.   In order to prove that it is 1-1 we have to show that for

cb, cb' £Hom(F, F) if cb(F) ^ cb'(F)  under an automorphism o of E then

there exist automorphisms  ß of F and  a of  F  such that  a<^>/3 = cp .  Since

cb(F) and  cb'(F) are finitely generated torsion-free groups they are free. Thus
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one can decompose  F in two ways; F ^ cp(F) © F1 s 4>'(F) © F, where

Fj ^ kernel c/j and  F2 s? kernel 0'. Note that F. =  F2  since çb(F) ^

<p'(F).  It is easy to see now that one can induce an isomorphim ß of  F such

that the diagram below commutes:

F 5* 0(F)  © Fj-Î-çMF)

î
i

0\
i

F S cb'(F) © F. >'(F)

where  a is set to be equal to o.  This completes the proof of Proposition

1.6 and Theorem 1.1.

The above proof almost carries verbatim to prove Theorem 1.2.  Unfor-

tunately the 1^1 relation of Proposition 1.6 breaks down.  We circumvent this

problem by replacing  F by G = F/psF where  ps is the minimal annihilator

of  T and utilizing the module isomorphism of the following

Theorem 1.7. Ext(T, F) and Ext(T, G) are isomorphic as modules over

the isomorphic rings End(F) ® End(T) and End(G) ® End(T).

Proof.  First we show the isomorphism of the rings. Define cb: End(F)

® End(T) -> End(G) ® End(T) by <pAß ® a) = ß ® a where ß is the homo-

morphism making the diagram

G±.G

commute.  It is straightforward to show that  cb is an isomorphism.  Since

psT = 0 observe that  F -^* G  induces an isomorphism of groups Ext(T, F)

——> Ext(T, G) where   e —> 77e.   This isomorphism is a module isomorphism

since n^(ßea) = 77/3ea = ßrrea = ßn^.(e)a.

Proof of Theorem 1.2.  By Theorem 1.7 it suffices to give the proof for

G in place of F.  The proof of Theorem 1.1 applies here except for the obvious

changes and the 1-1 relation of Proposition 1.6.  To do that we suppose that

<pAF)  is generated by  w., • • • , w,   independent elements.  Let « j, • • • , a,  £ G

be such that <p(a.) = w., i = 1, • • • , k.   It is not hard to show that  a^, • • • , «,

are independent elements each of p-height zero.  Thus  («j, • • • , fl^) is a Sum-

mand of G.  Similarly the same holds for the preimage of the generators of

cS'(F).   The proof is now completed as in Theorem 1.1.
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